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From: Lara Johnstone | TPP Signatories; NZ Min FA & Trade
CC: US Trade Rep; B Obama, GW Bush, US Chamber of Commerce; EoP App: D Christman
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2016 7:39 PM
Subject: EoP Axis Notice to TPP Signatories: Civilian USA 'Commander in Chief' EoP Axis options with
regard to TPP

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2016 7:39 PM
To: 'Min of Foreign Affairs and Trade'; 'Head Office'; 'Trans Pacific Partnership'; 'Dep Sec: Multilateral
Legal Affairs: Lucy Duncan'; 'Media'
Cc: 'US Trade Correspondence'; 'Public Media Affairs: Matt McAlvanah'; 'Trevor Kincaid'; 'Andrew Bates';
'Roya Stephens'; 'Jesse Overton'; 'Democratic Party: Barack Obama'; 'George W Bush Presidential
Center'; 'Office of George W Bush'; 'US Chamber of Commerce: CEO: Thomas Donohue'; 'VP Intnl Affairs:
John. Murphy'; 'Press'; 'JD Harrison'; 'Daniel William Christman'
Subject: EoP Axis Notice to TPP Signatories: Civilian USA 'Commander in Chief' EoP Axis options with
regard to TPP

Trans Pacific Partnership Signatories:
Australia: PM Malcolm Turnbull; Brunei Darussalam: Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah; Canada: PM
Justin Trudeau; Chile: Pres Michelle Bachelet; Japan: PM Shinzo Abe; Malaysia: PM Najib
Razak; Mexico: Pres Enrique Pena Nieto; New Zealand: PM John Key; Peru: Pres Ollanta
Humala; Singapore: PM Lee Hsien Loong; Vietnam: Pres Truong Tan Sang
Trans Pacific Partnership
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Head Office
195 Lambton Quay
Wellington 6160, New Zealand
Tel: +64 4 439 8000 | Fax: +64 4 472 9596
Min of Foreign Affairs and Trade (cmd@mfat.govt.nz); Head Office (enquiries@mfat.govt.nz);
Trans Pacific Partnership (tpp@mfat.govt.nz); Dep Sec: Multilateral Legal Affairs: Lucy Duncan
(lucy.duncan@mfat.govt.nz); Media (media@mfat.govt.nz)
CC: US Trade Representative; Pres. Barack Obama, F Pres GW Bush; US Chamber of
Commerce:
TTIP US Trade Representative: Michael Froman: via US Trade Correspondence
(correspondence@ustr.eop.gov); Public Media Affairs: Matt McAlvanah
(MMcalvanah@ustr.eop.gov); Trevor Kincaid (TKincaid@ustr.eop.gov); Andrew Bates
(ABates@ustr.eop.gov); Roya Stephens (RStephens@ustr.eop.gov); Jesse Overton
(JOverton@ustr.eop.gov); Democratic Party: Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov);
Republican Party: President George W Bush via George W Bush Presidential Center
(info@bushcenter.org); Office of George W Bush (info@ogwb.org); US Chamber of Commerce:
CEO: Thomas Donohue (tdonohue@uschamber.com); VP Intnl Affairs: John. Murphy
(jmurphy@uschamber.com); Press (press@uschamber.com); JD Harrison
(jharrison@uschamber.com)
CC: EoP Axis Back Up Applicant:
Daniel William Christman (DChristman@USChamber.com)

EoP Axis Notice to TPP Signatories: Civilian USA 'Commander in Chief' EoP Axis
options with regard to TPP
Please Take Notice of EoP Axis correspondence to EoP Axis officials regarding change of
American ‘Commander in Chief’ status from US President: Barak Obama to Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff: Gen Joseph Dunford; should civilian American State Department Officials
sign the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement.
A full transcript of aforementioned – including this – correspondence can be found at: Trans
Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: (i) New Zealand
Choking with Fuck Honour TPP Ego Supremacists pretending they give a fuck about a stable
sustainable economy; (ii) EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation: Culture
Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics [PDF].
Excerpts of which follow:
------------ Excerpts: EoP Axis: TTP & TTIP -----------EoP Axis USA representatives: Republicans: Former President George Bush and Democrats:
President Barack Obama shall be removed as EoP Axis representatives; if or when their
designated State Department sign the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement; and be replaced by
American military representatives.
Civilian USA 'Commander in Chief' EoP Axis options with regard to TPP: Trans
Pacific Partnership Agreement
USA EoP Axis options with regard to TTIP: Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
&/or TPP: Trans Pacific Partnership:
President Barack Obama orders the State Department to withdraw America from the
Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement:
If so Republicans: Former President George Bush and Democrats: President Barack Obama
shall remain USA ‘Commander in Chief’ EoP Axis negotiation and final EoP Axis authorization
and implementation decision-making representatives.
or
President Barack Obama orders the State Department to authorize America’s
agreement of Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement:
If or when their designated State Department representatives sign the Trans Pacific
Partnership Agreement; EoP Axis USA representatives: Republicans: Former President George
Bush and Democrats: President Barack Obama shall be removed as USA ‘Commander in Chief’
EoP Axis negotiation and final EoP Axis authorization and implementation decision-making
representatives; and replaced with Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: General Joseph
Dunford.
If so:

JCS: Gen J Dunford EoP Axis Commander in Chief options:
General Joseph Dunford with feedback from General Martin Dempsey, Admiral Michael
Mullen, General Peter Pace, General Richard Myers, General Colin Powell; and back up from
Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: Gen Paul J. Selva; Chief of Staff of the Army: Gen
Mark A. Milley; Commandant of the Marine Corps: Gen Robert B. Neller; Chief of Naval
Operations: Adm John Richardson; Chief of Staff of the Air Force: Gen Mark Welsh; Chief of the
National Guard: Gen Frank Grass choices on how to proceed to implement an EoP – if necessary
via EoP Axis military necessity evacuation measures – new low tech sustainable economy.
Authorize the implementation of EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation proceedings:
As EoP Axis Commander in Chief: Gen Dunford can continue EoP Axis negotiations with
Russia, China and NATO with regard to the most appropriate option for the implementation of
an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
or
Withdraw America from EoP Axis pending American withdrawal from Trans Pacific
Partnership Agreement:
As EoP Axis Commander in Chief: Gen Dunford can withdraw Fuck Honour Multiculti Buttfuck
Banana Republic America from EoP v WiP Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics [PDF] New Rules or No
Rules [PDF] negotiations pending Corporate Cocksucking Rape the Planet Fortune 500
American oligarchs and Media appointing an American White House House nigger with Buck
Stops Here orders to (i) withdraw from the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement; and (ii)
honourably support the public and transparent implementation of an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract.
“Multiculturalism: How, then, does the universe of Capital relate to the form of Nation State in
our era of global capitalism? Perhaps, this relationship is best designated as ‘auto-colonization’:
with the direct multinational functioning of Capital, we are no longer dealing with the standard
opposition between metropolis and colonized countries; a global company as it were cuts its
umbilical cord with its mother-nation and treats its country of origins as simply another
territory to be colonized. This is what disturbs so much the patriotically oriented right-wing
populists, from Le Pen to Buchanan: the fact that the new multinationals have towards the
French or American local population exactly the same attitude as towards the population of
Mexico, Brazil or Taiwan. Is there not a kind of poetic justice in this self-referential turn?
Today’s global capitalism is thus again a kind of ‘negation of negation’, after national capitalism
and its internationalist/colonialist phase. At the beginning (ideally, of course), there is
capitalism within the confines of a Nation-State, with the accompanying international trade
(exchange between sovereign Nation-States); what follows is the relationship of colonization in
which the colonizing country subordinates and exploits (economically, politically, culturally) the
colonized country; the final moment of this process is the paradox of colonization in which there
are only colonies, no colonizing countries—the colonizing power is no longer a Nation-State but
directly the global company. In the long term, we shall all not only wear Banana Republic shirts
but also live in banana republics.” – Slavoy Zizek: Multiculturalism: The Cultural Logic of
Multinational Capitalism.
“Another thing that bothers me about this multiculturalism is when people ask me: 'How can
you be sure that you are not a racist?' My answer is that there is only one way. If I can exchange

insults, brutal jokes, dirty jokes, with a member of a different race and we both know it's not
meant in a racist way. If, on the other hand, we play this politically correct game - 'Oh, I respect
you, how interesting your customs are' - this is inverted racism, and it is disgusting. In the
Yugoslav army where we were all of mixed nationalities, how did I become friends with
Albanians? When we started to exchange obscenities, sexual innuendo, jokes. This is why this
politically correct respect is just, as Freud put it, 'zielgehemmt'. You still have the aggression
towards the other. You cannot do the game of erotic seduction in politically correct terms. For
me there is one measure of true love: you can insult the other. When multiculturalists tell you
to respect the others, I always have this uncanny association that this is dangerously close to
how we treat our children: the idea that we should respect them, even when we know that what
they believe is not true. We should not destroy their illusions. No, I think that others deserve
better - not to be treated like children. -- Slavoj Zizek: The one measure of true love is: you can
insult the other.
“... and that night, Gore didn't concede and I wondered what the hell, what is going on; I mean
Gore is no less of a player than Bush in these scenarios; I mean they all have big money behind
them, sometimes the same money. Cause if you smart enough and rich enough, you bet every
horse in the race. So why is Gore not conceding? .... and then I realized they want us to see; they
want us to know; they want us to get the message and it was just as blatant a message as
November 22, 1963. I believe that 63's message is 'Yeah we shot the son of a bitch, and what are
you gonna do about it? We can kill the president and we sure as hell can kill you; so sit down,
shut up and get out of the way." Thats the subliminal message and a subliminal message of the
2004 election was 'we done here had enough about this dumb duhmockery shit, we already told
you who won the election, now sit your duhmckery ass down and shut up." "Get out of the way"
is the message and I think they pulled up the pettycoat and let us and let the rest of the world
know.” -- John Judge, Special Projects Assistant to Rep. Cynthia McKinney; as reported in Guns
and Butter: We Remember Michael Ruppert and John Judge.
*~~~~~~* *~~~~~~*

Background Info: New Zealand Choking with Fuck Honour TPP Ego Supremacists
pretending they give a fuck about a stable sustainable economy & EoP Simple Root
Cause Problem Solving Recommendation: Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics:
Excerpts:
Put simply: Our choices are between Ecology of Peace humane, orderly and relatively nonviolent deindustrialization and depopulation; and Masonic War is Peace extremely violent Mad
Max race wars, religious wars, four horses of the apocalypse Armageddon deindustrialization
and depopulation.
*~~~~~~*

General Mike Flynn: You can’t defeat an enemy you don’t admit exists.
Any form of capitalism that allows citizens to procreate and/or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits; cannot – according to Tragedy of the Commons principles – do
anything else but degenerate into predatory capitalism aka fascism. Of interest regarding the
future impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism: Real News: Paul Jay’s
Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson;

particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of the great powers
cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the massive impending planetary
social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water, peak oil,
including how and where to bury 6 billion people.
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate
change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, nation states standing army or dissident
guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc – are a direct and
indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; allows nation states to provide their citizens
with the implied ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits

when legislators amend the current international law and national constitutional social
contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption above ecological carrying
capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their nations citizens to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

* ~~~~~~~~ *
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics:
Green Industrial Economy Fraud:
The Green Industrial Economy is impossible because of Peak Non-Renewable Natural
Resources; as comprehensively detailed by Christopher Clugston; in Scarcity: Humanity’s Last
Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s
Consequences.
Scientists Denial of Procreation Factor in carbon or eco-footprint measurements:
See for example: * Study of Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; Every Child
Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A woman can reduce her carbon
footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by all other energy efficiency actions the
E.P.A. suggests combined; * Al Bartlett: China One Child Policy climate change negotiation
arguments. * BBC Africa: Ghanaian Cardinal says birth control could offer solution to climate
change; * 2010: Thou Shalt Not Breed: Anglicans; copy available at: Mencken -- Licensed to
Breed DieOff – Monkeylaw Prophets; * ECSP: Environmental Researchers and the Touchy
Topics of Family Planning and Population.
* ~~~~~~~~ *

“Capitalist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
Communist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
The only difference is that capitalist growth does it faster and with greater economic inequality.
When nations choose to follow a Masonic capitalist or communist economic growth or population
growth plan; they are buying a ticket on the Titanic liferaft. Whether they purchase a capitalist
first-class or communist third class steerage Titanic liferaft ticket, they are purchasing a
Shrinking Lifeboat Titanic ticket; where the end sinking of the WiP capitalist/communist titanic
economy liferaft result is the same.” – amended quote of Albert Bartlett
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not full
yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’.
In US Army’s Lifeboat Ethics while not explicitly stated in the course material; that – in terms
of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict – all nations on
Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is not ‘whom to let
in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be
removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Ecology of Peace v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat negotiations questions:
This is a similar question to two EoP v WiP NWO negotiations questions [PDF]:


V. Putin: New-EoP-Gotit or [current Masonic] No-Los-Pepes Evacuation Rules?



A. Muhrrteyn: Revolution in Military Ethics question: Defining just and unjust actions
in war and military conflict: the operative question: Whom should the military kill?

Summary: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
The Ecology of Peace culture’s answer to these shrinking lifeboat questions:
Summary:
Whom should be removed from the lifeboat & how many should be removed:

All citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose procreation and/or
consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity limits; who refuse to
commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation to ecological carrying
capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool lifeboat by national
criminal justice government departments.
How should they be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?







Worlds Attorney Generals should cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Once implemented: all citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose
procreation and/or consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity
limits; who refuse to commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation
to ecological carrying capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool
lifeboat by national criminal justice government departments.
If or where any nation’s Attorney General obstructs the implementation of Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; they should provide reasons for their legal
obstruction behaviour to the International Criminal Court; and/if or when they refuse to
do so; should be coerced into doing so by the implementation of EoP Axis Military
Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation processes which shall
psychotronically evacuate lotto nations scarcity combatant and breeding/consumption
war citizens who have not signed EoP Axis Oaths from the planetary genepool.

* ~~~~~~~~ *
In the – amended – wording of Dr. Al Bartlett: Living on a planet where cultures are based
upon Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume social contract principles is like buying a
ticket on the Titanic; if you’re smart you go Capitalist first class; or you can go cheap
Communist or Primitivist steerage third class. In all cases, the sinking of the culture from
ecological overshoot resource depletion result is the same. But if the social contract gives the
people the choice, most people would go fast, flashy and first class.
As reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics (HANDY) studies:
Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse
of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and include the disappearance
of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource
wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural
institutions.
Economic Stratification Collapse occurs due to unequal consumption of resources generating
Elites vs Commoners. As Elites become sizable and keep growing, they consume more; their
over-exploitation results in collapse of resources to the Commoners; who experience famine and
collapse. Elites -- due to their wealth -- do not suffer the detrimental effects of environmental
collapse until much later than Commoners, which allows them to continue 'business as usual',
despite the impending catastrophe; explaining how historical collapses were allowed to occur by
seemingly oblivious elites (eg Roman & Mayan cases).
As clarified by Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons; in the absence of a social contract
that eliminates ‘breeding/consumption’ cheaters from the genepool; a social contract that
provides for no ‘elimination from the genepool’ consequences for ‘breeding / consumption war
cheaters; effectively results in other members of the culture being forced to engage in breeding /
consumption war cheating; for offence or defence of their resources purposes; which sets in
motion a breeding / consumption war ratrace. This reality was observed shortly after the
invention of totalitarian agriculture; and the elite of the time decided rightly or wrongly that

their only option was for the elite to divide and conquer manage and profit from the ‘breeding /
consumption war’; which is one of the ‘human sacrifice’ ‘secrets’ of ‘oroborous mystery phallic
worship religions’.
If economists and journalists are sincere about establishing an economic system based upon
resource footprint morality; and abolishing the human factory farming slavery system; I
imagine an Ecology of Peace William Wilberforce and Eric Liddle would suggest that to free
ourselves from enslavement we shall need to have the courage to give up our addiction to the
false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda and individual and corporate
welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that provides us with survival
sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peace foundation of our
secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian, Muslim, Catholic,
Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and international authorities to –
hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that
requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits.
*~~~~~~*

Ecology of Peace New World Order social contract options:
EoP ICC Private Prosecution:
Ecology of Peace Applicants have notified ICC Judges that they are currently searching for
Assistance of Counsel [PDF] to file the EoP complaint to ICC; to remove the ‘right to breed and
consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’; clauses of the current
international law social contract; and replace them with clauses requiring all the worlds citizens
of all races, classes and religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.
As noted in correspondence to ICC Judges [PDF]:
The purpose of the EoP private prosecution complaint to the International Criminal Court – if
or when filed – shall be to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that
requires all the world’s citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits. The complaint shall charge the breeding and/or consumption scarcity combatants with
‘Crimes of Aggression Acts of War’ for their breeding/consuming above ecological carrying
capacity limits; and shall require the respondents to cooperate; to nonviolently de-industrialize
and reduce consumption and procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; through specific
actions requested of them. Put simply in terms of ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampos
red/green light international law analogy; individuals breeding and/or consuming above
ecological carrying capacity limits shall be guilty of procreation/consumption crimes of
aggression acts of war; i.e. have crossed the red light.

All documentation including the most recent draft of the complaint: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al [PDF]; can be found at EoP ICC complaint.
As noted in Request for Assistance of Counsel to Philippino Environmentalist lawyer: Tony
Oposa [PDF]; if EoP Applicants cannot find any civilian attorneys to support their EoP ICC
complaint; EoP Axis authorities may choose to implement the military necessity mutual
coercion last resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options.
If EoP Axis authorities – Leaders of Russia, China, USA & NATO – and/or IL Coercion
authorities choose to implement the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation – as detailed in 26
September 2015 Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto Pool Notice to Nation State Supreme Court
Judges & Attorney Generals of: Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany, India,
Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, Niger, Philippines,
Qatar, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of America,
Vatican City [PDF]; Proof of Service [PDF] – the first two countries on the EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation lotto are: Phillipines [PDF] and India [PDF].
Lotto Military Necessity Evacuation implementation shall result in half of India and Phillipines
– or subsequent lotto draw nations – scarcity combatants and breeding/consumption war
extremist’s – whom Masonic War is Peace legislators, lawyers and judges formerly provided
with Breeding/Consumption Innocence for sale Indulgences – being psychotronically humanely
killed en masse; unless their nation, city or the citizen has signed EoP Axis Oaths and provided
such oaths to EoP Axis authorities as documented at EoP Supporters.
An EoP Military Necessity Evacuation:
(a) Scarcity combatant is any citizen who is a member of the following professions: (i) Law:
Judges, Prosecutors & Lawyers; (ii) Mental Health: Psychologists & Psychiatrists; (iii)
Media: Print, TV or Radio: Editors, Producers & Journalists; (iv) Religious & Non Profit:
Officials and Employees of any religious worship or charity organization with State nonprofit status.
(b) Breeding / consumption war extremist is any adult individual over the age of 18 who has
co-procreated more than 3 children who survived beyond the age of 5; and/or who
possesses capital assets amounting to more than US $ 2.55 million.
Psychotronic Technology:
There are neurological biological similarities between waterboarding and psychotronic
manipulation of brain messages to the body. In waterboarding the interrogator physically
restricts the body being tortured from receiving messages from the brain for a period of time
ranging from 10 to 40 seconds; by restricting the brains access to oxygen; by covering the beings
nose with water. In psychotronic manipulation of brain messages to the body; the brain EMF
frequencies are manipulated by shutting them down for a period of time ranging from 10 to 40
seconds; by psychotronically restricting the brain from sending ‘continue doing your work to
allow the body to survive’ messages to the necessary body parts.
In Covert Operations of the NSA John St Clair Akwei; a former NSA employee describes how
the NSA can psychotronically manipulate the thoughts and bodily functions of any individual on
the planet. Put differently; the NSA or any other nations intelligence agencies; such as Britain’s
MI6, or Russia’s FSB/KGB; or Israel’s Mossad; can remotely manipulate the thoughts of any one

or more persons; and/or kill any one or more persons; by psychotronically shutting off the
brain’s signals to the heart; lungs, etc to ‘survive and continue living’. They can also remotely
psychotronically manipulate internal organs in the body; such as induce a heart attack or
stroke, pull a tendon or muscle; fill the lungs with water to induce pneumonia; and aggravate
an already inflamed intestine to activate an gastrointestinal bleeding attack. More info: Dr.
John Hall: Government Mind Control technologies; Nick Begich and Jeanne Manning: Angels
Don’t Play this HAARP.

EoP or WiP Deindustrialization and Depopulation:
If humane psychotronic deindustrialization and depopulation is implemented internationally as
per EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF] submitted to
UNFCCC & Cop 21; and/or EoP complaint to ICC; it would have greater positive effects on reforestation, biodiversity and climate change than the extremely violent depopulation
implemented by Genghis Khan the Green; which only occurred in Eurasia; but resulted in
massive reforestation and the plummeting of carbon levels.
Excerpts from: Coupled climate–carbon simulations indicate minor global effects of wars and
epidemics on atmospheric CO2 between AD 800 and 1850 study by Julia Pongratz; article:
Genghis Khan the GREEN: Invader killed so many people that carbon levels plummeted;
Carnegie: War, Plague No Match for Deforestation in Driving CO2 Buildup.
--------- Excerpt: Carnegie Genghis Khan study-----------Genghis Khan has been branded the greenest invader in history - after his murderous conquests
killed so many people that huge swathes of cultivated land returned to forest. The Mongol
leader, who established a vast empire between the 13th and 14th centuries, helped remove
nearly 700 million tons of carbon from the atmosphere, claims a new study. The deaths of 40
million people meant that large areas of cultivated land grew thick once again with trees, which
absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. And, although his methods may be difficult for
environmentalists to accept, ecologists believe it may be the first ever case of successful
manmade global cooling.
Genghis Khan and his Mongol hordes had an impact on the global carbon cycle as big as today’s
annual demand for gasoline. The Black Death, on the other hand, came and went too quickly for
it to cause much of a blip in the global carbon budget. Dwarfing both of these events, however,
has been the historical trend towards increasing deforestation, which over centuries has
released vast amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, as crop and pasture lands
expanded to feed growing human populations. Even Genghis Kahn couldn’t stop it for long.
“It’s a common misconception that the human impact on climate began with the large-scale
burning of coal and oil in the industrial era,” says Julia Pongratz of the Carnegie Institution’s
Department of Global Ecology, lead author of a new study on the impact of historical events on
global climate published in the January 20, 2011, online issue of The Holocene. “Actually,
humans started to influence the environment thousands of years ago by changing the vegetation
cover of the Earth‘s landscapes when we cleared forests for agriculture.”
Clearing forests releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere when the trees and other
vegetation are burned or when they decay. The rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide resulting
from deforestation is recognizable in ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica before the fossilfuel era.

But human history has had its ups and downs. During high-mortality events, such as wars and
plagues, large areas of croplands and pastures have been abandoned and forests have re-grown,
absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
Pongratz decided to see how much effect these events could have had on the overall trend of
rising carbon dioxide levels. Working with colleagues at the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology in Germany and with global ecologist Ken Caldeira at Carnegie, she compiled a
detailed reconstruction of global land cover over the time period from 800 AD to present and
used a global climate-carbon cycle model to track the impact of land use changes on global
climate. Pongratz was particularly interested in four major events in which large regions were
depopulated: the Mongol invasions in Asia (1200-1380), the Black Death in Europe (1347-1400),
the conquest of the Americas (1519-1700), and the Fall of the Ming Dynasty in China (16001650).
“We found that during the short events such as the Black Death and the Ming Dynasty collapse,
the forest re-growth wasn’t enough to overcome the emissions from decaying material in the
soil,” says Pongratz. “But during the longer-lasting ones like the Mongol invasion and the
conquest of the Americas there was enough time for the forests to re-grow and absorb
significant amounts of carbon.”
The global impact of forest re-growth in even the long-lasting events was diminished by the
continued clearing of forests elsewhere in the world. But in the case of the Mongol invasions,
which had the biggest impact of the four events studied, re-growth on depopulated lands
stockpiled nearly 700 million tons of carbon absorbed from the atmosphere. This is equivalent to
the world’s total annual demand for gasoline today.
Pongratz points out the relevance of the study to current climate issues. “Today about a quarter
of the net primary production on the Earth’s land surface is used by humans in some way,
mostly through agriculture,” she says. “So there is a large potential for our land-use choices to
alter the global carbon cycle. In the past we have had a substantial impact on global climate and
the carbon cycle, but it was all unintentional. Based on the knowledge we have gained from the
past, we are now in a position to make land-use decisions that will diminish our impact on
climate and the carbon cycle. We cannot ignore the knowledge we have gained.”
--------- End: Excerpt: Carnegie Genghis Khan study-----------*~~~~~~*
According to Werner Erhard: “If we have any desire to create an alternative future, it is only
going to happen through a shift in our language. If we want a change in culture, for example,
the work is to change the conversation–or, more precisely, to have a conversation that we have
not had before, one that has the power to create something new in the world.”
*~~~~~~*

Our dilemma is that of defining just and unjust actions within our wars and conflicts. It is time
to reexamine habits that have come to pass for ethics and ask the sort of questions that are as
controversial as they are uncomfortable to the man or woman of conscience ... We must reexamine
our concepts of the ethical and the legal. .. The whispered warning that we do not condone
"assassinations" because we do not want our own leader assassinated is a counsel of unspeakable
cowardice. First, if leaders will not risk the fate they ask of their privates, they are not fit to lead

their people. Second, if foreign criminals, official or private, knew that retribution would be
generally swift and always sure, attacks on US leaders -- or US citizens overall -- would likely
decrease wonderfully. And such a policy would return us once again to an objectively moral path.
These issues demand serious debate. Traditionalists who decry even the possibility of attacking
these sources of human misery in such a manner generally do so from campuses or comfortable
offices. They are out of contact with our citizenry and its needs, as they are phenomenally out of
contact with the sheer violence of this world. They will immediately push the issue to absurd
extremes, crying out that such a doctrine would amount to giving our military, .. a license to kill.
But the purpose of a military is to kill, and if you cannot stomach that, you should not have a
military.
The only operative question is whom the military should kill.
»» Col Ralph Peters: Revolution in Military Ethics
*~~~~~~*

“Fate: Unintended Consequences: Catton: Seyright Mills of Columbia Univ's sociological
definition of fate. Fate is what happens when innumerable people make innumerable small
decisions about other matters that have the collective cumulative effect that nobody intended.
That’s what happened when we overpopulated the world. .... a fusion of forces that separated us
from the laws of life... that told us that we could live apart from those laws of limits, without
rules.” -- What a Way to Go: Life at the End of Empire.
*~~~~~~*

Are the politicians, businessmen, journalists and editors of your nation willing to change the
conversation; to have a conversation with the citizens of your and other nations; a conversation
that has not been had before; to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource
depletion tipping points and resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decisionmaking about ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should
they be removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
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